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Chairman Cicilline, Ranking Member Buck, and members of the Subcommittee, thank
you for the invitation to appear before you today. I am Rebecca Kelly Slaughter, Acting
Chairwoman of the Federal Trade Commission, and I welcome the opportunity to testify about
modernizing and strengthening antitrust laws to better protect our markets and the public from
rising monopoly power and anticompetitive mergers.1
Promoting competition and protecting consumers is the FTC’s mission. Aggressive
enforcement, including bold and innovative use of the FTC’s existing authority, can and should
be complemented by this Committee’s work to sharpen antitrust laws and to impose broader
market-wide restrictions that address pervasive anticompetitive conduct and conditions. I believe
the FTC can play a critical role in restoring competition to markets riddled with anticompetitive
conduct and unchecked market power; our ability to do so will be enhanced by the legislative
efforts this Committee is undertaking.
The FTC has an obligation to ensure the economic system and markets are not rigged to
benefit the big and powerful and against the consumers, workers, and entrepreneurs who rely on
competitive and fair markets. Robust antitrust enforcement primes the economy for newcomers
so that anyone with a great idea can fully participate in markets free of monopolistic practices.
But current market conditions, including the role of digital platforms, have caused nearly
everyone to question whether our competition laws and enforcement approaches are adequate to
protect consumers from anticompetitive conduct and mergers. Study after study shows high and
increasing market power in a wide range of industries and markets throughout the economy.2 We
have all experienced the sense that we face fewer choices, poorer quality, higher prices and
diminished buying power in many aspects of our lives, from cellphones and broadband to
healthcare and pharmaceuticals to the food in our refrigerators. We feel the effects of lack of
competition in these markets both directly and indirectly.
My responsibility as Acting Chair is to determine where the FTC needs to be doing more
to strengthen our antitrust enforcement and when the law has become so cramped that the abuse
of market power or risks from greater concentration could go dangerously unchecked despite our
best efforts. I want to focus my testimony today on (1) what more the FTC can do right now
1
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using our current authority, (2) some of the challenges we face in carrying out our mission given
the laws and resourcing we have today, and (3) the legislative and regulatory proposals that have
the potential to change the FTC’s enforcement dynamic most dramatically.
I. The FTC Must Push Antitrust Law Forward through Bold Agency Action
It is incumbent on the FTC to deploy the resources and the authority that we have right
now to do what we can to address market power, including in its incipiency. The FTC can take
concrete steps on behalf of consumers and workers to further the fight against abusive market
power: (1) prioritize deterrence as a goal in our case selection and resolution strategies, by
recalibrating our tolerance for litigation risk and adopting a settlement policy that fully
eliminates the risk of future harm, and (2) use the full range of the FTC’s tools to stop unfair
methods of competition, including rulemaking and more stand-alone Section 5 enforcement in
competition cases.
The need for enforcement is extraordinarily high right now, as evidenced by the FTC’s
very busy year in 2020. The Commission authorized staff to block or unwind seven mergers,3
and another eleven deals were abandoned as a result of our investigations and in the face of staff
recommendations to block them. The Commission has also taken action against anticompetitive
conduct, most recently in our suit against Facebook for illegally maintaining its personal social
networking monopoly4 and in our cases charging pharmaceutical companies for engaging in
conduct to prevent generic entry.5 While there are a number of novel, cutting edge cases in the
3
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agency’s record over the last several years, there are far too many cases on this list that reflect
transactions or conduct that never should have left the boardroom. It is clear we have a
deterrence problem.
Mergers
Faced with record level merger filings and markets that are already dangerously
concentrated, we must do more to deter anticompetitive transactions. Too often the FTC’s win
rate is cited as close to 100%, which is interpreted as a sign that the law is exactly where it
should be, or perhaps even too favorable to the government. Not only is this untrue,6 I believe it
is also bad math. There are two potential explanations for the FTC’s high win-rate statistic, each
more plausible than the assessment that the law is working well.
First, the FTC’s litigation win rate may mean that the Commission has chosen to bring
cases in which we have the greatest confidence of success. It is good to bring cases that we are
sure we can win. But, if we are bringing only those cases, that statistically suggests that we are
leaving important, while challenging, cases on the table. The FTC has historically had an
understandably low appetite for risky litigation, especially where those cases would be expensive
to pursue, in part because we want to be careful stewards of federal dollars. However, it is
important that we develop a higher tolerance for litigation risk and push the envelope in priority
areas where the facts merit doing so and the law would benefit from further development.
Second, I think the FTC’s win rate in court reflects aggressive risk taking by defendants
as a result of jurisprudence that is so permissive that it incentivizes companies to take a chance
by proposing anticompetitive mergers or engaging in anticompetitive conduct. The Commission
has spent far too many of our enforcement dollars and limited staff hours preparing to challenge,
or actually litigating, mergers that are clearly illegal and should never have gotten out of the
boardroom. For example, this past summer, our staff litigated and won a preliminary injunction
blocking a clear merger-to-monopoly of coal producers in the Southern Powder River Basin.7 In
2019, the FTC challenged the acquisition by Illumina, a monopolist, of PacBio, one of the only
other firms capable of competing to make next-generation DNA sequencing systems.8 At the end
of 2020, the Commission filed to block four significant mergers. Three of those challenges
resulted in the parties abandoning the transactions, including a healthcare merger in Tennessee
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that would have left the Memphis area with only two hospital systems.9 Several years ago we
had to litigate all the way through trial and appeal a clear merger to monopoly of two healthcare
providers in North Dakota.10 These mergers are only a few of the many data points that suggest a
breakdown in the deterrent effect of antitrust enforcement.
While we cannot let up on bringing the obvious cases, we must be bold in bringing cases
where success in the courts is not guaranteed. And we need to lay the groundwork to up the odds
that new theories and more aggressive enforcement will be successful. For example, I believe it
is time to build a new approach to pharmaceutical mergers, and that is why this week the FTC
announced that it is initiating a multilateral working group to do just that.11 The FTC has a welldeveloped practice of investigating the myriad pharmaceutical mergers we see every year for
overlaps in existing and pipeline products, and these competitive concerns are almost always
resolved with a divestiture.12 But given the high volume of pharmaceutical mergers, skyrocketing
drug prices and ongoing concerns about anticompetitive conduct in the industry, it is imperative
that we rethink our approach toward pharmaceutical merger review. Working hand in hand with
international and domestic enforcement partners on this new joint project, we intend to take an
aggressive approach to tackling anticompetitive pharmaceutical mergers.
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Another area in which we can build to more effective enforcement is vertical mergers.13
To date, vertical mergers analysis has been too reliant on assumed procompetitive benefits.
Furthermore, even where competitive concerns are identified, they have nearly always been
remedied by behavioral consent decrees. I do not believe this approach to vertical enforcement is
adequately capturing the competitive consequences of these transactions. At the same time, I
recognize that there are substantial challenges in litigating vertical mergers.14 A good starting
point to build more effective vertical enforcement would be to reconsider the vertical guidelines
issued last year; though the guidelines reasonably reflect past agency practice, they overly
emphasize the benefits of vertical mergers, and fail to address a number of important competitive
concerns.15
In addition to reconsidering agency guidelines, we should not shy away from structural
remedies in cases, whether vertical or horizontal. While structural remedies are sometimes
decried as a radical approach, they may be better characterized as a conservative resolution.
Between structural and behavioral remedies, break-ups can provide a clean separation and a fresh
start for a business, while behavioral remedies require ongoing involvement and monitoring by
government overseers.
Anticompetitive Conduct
Just as we have seen more proposed mergers in already concentrated markets, we have
also seen the need for aggressive conduct enforcement. In addition to the Commission’s
groundbreaking case against Facebook, filed in parallel with our state partners, we brought cases
targeting allegedly anticompetitive conduct by drug-sellers Endo and Impax, as well as the pricespike scheme of Vyera and Martin Shkreli for the life-saving drug Daraprim.16 Conduct cases are
critical, but they are more time-consuming and fact-specific, and sporadic enforcement may limit
the deterrent effect.17 Deterrence for our anticompetitive conduct agenda must mean looking for
13
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impact cases with broad application, like Facebook, Vyera and Surescripts.18 And, as discussed
in detail above, we should not be afraid to bring hard or novel cases, to push for a resolution that
maximizes deterrence, and to litigate where the best settlement we can achieve does not meet
those goals.
In addition to using our familiar tools more strategically to foster deterrence, the FTC
needs to dust off some tools that have been languishing too long in the toolbox. Congress
intended Section 5 of the FTC Act to apply to market-power abuses that are not captured by the
Sherman or Clayton Acts, and we should use this legal authority more frequently on a standalone
basis, such as to go after the anticompetitive use of market power that might not rise to the level
of gaining or maintaining monopoly power.19 There also may be instances where Section 5’s
prohibition on unfair or deceptive acts and practices could be used in competition cases. For
example, I believe Section 5 provides the basis for additional counts in the Commission’s
pending litigation against Martin Shkreli and Vyera Pharmaceuticals to challenge an off-patent
drug price spike.20
The FTC also has rulemaking authority that it could use to deter and stop anticompetitive
conduct.21 Rulemaking can be used to stop anticompetitive activity that is difficult to litigate on a
case-by-case basis. For example, I strongly support the Commission taking up and considering a
rulemaking to address unfair and anticompetitive non-compete provisions in employment
contracts. That is just one of many good ideas that have been surfaced for competition
rulemaking, and I am eager to explore them. Elevating rule-making efforts across our mission is
18
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a top priority for me and I believe will serve as a force multiplier for FTC enforcement efforts,
especially in light of challenging jurisprudence.
II. Innovative Aggressive Enforcement Still Faces Serious Challenges
While it is my firm belief that the FTC can and will do even more to combat
anticompetitive mergers and conduct, each of the efforts described above presents challenges.
Potentially more litigation with less certain outcomes requires more resources. This year is
already shaping up to be another year with sustained high levels of merger activity and
enforcement. Notably, we are experiencing unprecedented levels of merger filings. Last month,
February 2021, the FTC and the Department of Justice processed 304 HSR filings, compared to
140 filings in February 2020.22 In the first five months of this fiscal year, we have already
received over 1350 HSR filings, an alarming pace when compared to 848, the average number of
filings received in the first five months in the last five years. Many of these deals have required
at least a preliminary assessment of competitive risks, adding to existing high demands on our
resources.
The Commission greatly appreciates the additional funding it received as part of this
year’s appropriations, which provided a much-needed boost to our budget and helps address the
increasing costs without cutting back on our current staffing or enforcement levels. But we are
increasingly concerned about the ever-growing workload in both our competition and consumer
protection missions and whether we will have enough resources to keep up with the increasing
demand. As I have noted, the Commission is looking for ways to use existing resources more
efficiently and effectively, but additional resources would be put to good use and help us to do
more to further our mission.
Another pressing problem for the Commission is the ongoing threat from the courts to
our authority under Section 13(b) of the FTC Act; a series of bad decisions limit our ability to
enjoin illegal conduct and seek monetary redress. Last fall, all five of the sitting Commissioners
urged Congress to act quickly to restore Section 13(b) in the face of these challenges.23 While
Section 13(b) is often contemplated in the fraud context, it matters a great deal for antitrust
enforcement. In FTC v. Shire ViroPharma, a case involving a drug company’s alleged abuse of
FDA’s citizen petition process to delay generic competition, the court held that the FTC can
bring enforcement actions under Section 13(b) only when a violation is either ongoing or
“impending” at the time the suit is filed.24 That decision unnecessarily limits the Commission’s
ability to obtain relief for consumers who have been harmed by unlawful conduct that occurred
22
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in the past. And, in FTC v. AbbVie Inc., the Third Circuit cited Shire ViroPharma in agreeing
incorrectly that the FTC cannot sue under Section 13(b) unless conduct is imminent or
ongoing.25 In its motion to dismiss the Commission’s antitrust complaint, Facebook has cited
these decisions and argued that Section 13(b) bars the suit. I hope Congress will act on the
Commission’s request and swiftly restore the longstanding interpretation of Section 13(b).
But in addition to these FTC-specific tweaks to the law, I support Congress’s
consideration of stronger antitrust laws and, where applicable, market-specific rules.

III. Time to Reform Antitrust Laws
For decades, public and private antitrust enforcers have faced difficult legal hurdles in
court that make our jobs increasingly challenging. The antitrust statutes were drafted broadly and
with the intent to cover evolving patterns of conduct or market structure in a variety of
industries; however, especially in light of recent jurisprudence, the burden on plaintiffs to
succeed in court is high. By giving antitrust enforcers, including private parties, the tools needed
to address market distortions created by market power, Congress will have profound effects on
our ability to win cases and foster deterrence.
At their core, our antitrust laws protect the democratic ideal of fair participation in a free
society. I strongly support legislation that will center this democratic ideal in the FTC’s
competition enforcement programs. Specifically, I support laws that will facilitate protecting not
only consumers but all market participants—workers, entrepreneurs, and independent and small
businesses—from monopolistic practices and exclusionary conduct. Robust antitrust law
enforcement leads to competitive markets with low prices, more innovation, better conditions of
supply, and opportunities to prosper in business (especially small businesses) and as workers.
Several legislative proposals in Congress would materially improve enforcers’ ability to
block anticompetitive mergers, including those that are especially resource-intensive to
investigate and challenge. Clearer bright-line rules could minimize the need to engage in tortured
and expensive efforts to both measure and balance harm and efficiencies, particularly in cases
where the facts support a clear theory of harm. Shifting the burden of proof so that the parties
that wish to merge must prove that a proposed transaction would not materially harm
competition for those transactions would substantially help to deter unlawful mergers. In
addition, Congress should right-size the standard for what the DOJ and FTC need to show to
prove a merger is unlawful to be more reflective of what would actually protect markets from
undue concentration.
The effect of cramped case law has been particularly profound in conduct cases. Under
current Section 5 jurisprudence, courts have to consider conduct under the “rule of reason,” a
25
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fact-intensive investigation into whether the anticompetitive effects of the conduct outweigh the
procompetitive justifications. This has led to an extremely limited application of the antitrust
laws. In that vein, there are several Supreme Court decisions that hamstring antitrust
enforcement to the detriment of consumers, workers, and entrepreneurs. Congress should
consider legislation to correct the problematic aspects of these court decisions.26
These types of changes would make a material difference in our enforcement agenda, but
they are not mutually exclusive with the broader restrictions on dominant platforms Congress is
considering. I firmly believe that effective enforcement is a complement, not an alternative, to
thoughtful regulation. That is especially true for regulatory models that cannot be effectuated by
ex post enforcement actions, even those with the broadest deterrent effect. The FTC has a role to
play in establishing appropriate market-wide rules with its competition rulemaking authority, but
Congress could also pass such rules by statute. I look forward to working with this Committee
and others in Congress to consider the best balance of enforcement and regulatory frameworks to
promote competition.
Conclusion
The FTC remains committed to efficiently marshalling its resources in order to protect
consumers and promote competition, to anticipate and respond to changes in the marketplace,
and to meet current and future challenges. But even our most effective enforcement efforts are no
substitute for legislative changes that clean up bad case law, impose clear rules, and consider
wider reaching regulatory models for particularly problematic markets. We look forward to
continuing to work with the Committee and Congress, and I look forward to answering your
questions.

26

See, e.g., Verizon Comm’cns Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP, 540 U.S. 398 (2004); Brooke Group
Ltd. v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 509 U.S. 209 (1993); Ohio v. American Express Co., 138 S. Ct. 2274,
585 U.S. (2018).
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